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MEETING
September 21, 2013

1 1 :30 am-2:00 pm

Eat at 1 1 :30. Meeting begins at Noon.

Spring Creek BBQ

351 9 West Airport Freeway

Irving, Texas 75062

Program: FT5XO, 2005 DXpedition to Kerguelen Island.

The focus of the program wil l be on the same area of the world as

Amsterdam Island, which wil l be on the air soon. Both are in Zone 39.
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The President’s Letter
de N5KM

I hope everyone had a great summer. It might actually start to cool off by the time of our next meeting. The

September program will be a video of the 2005 FT5XO DXpedition to Kerguelen Island. This is in

anticipation of the upcoming FT5ZM DXpedition to Amsterdam Island in January, 2014. Both are in Zone

39. I hope you can attend. See the full announcement elsewhere in this issue.

Speaking ofAmsterdam Island, that is one of the DXpeditions the club has made a significant contribution to

this year. We provided $2500 funding as voted on and approved by the members at the last meeting. In

addition, we have funded $500 to the K9WWake Island DXpedition (October 5-19, 2013) and $500 to the

XR0ZR DXpedition to Juan Fernandez Island (November 8-20, 2013). Your club dues at work. Thanks.

As you know, the club uses the DX Magazine Most Wanted 100 list for the Central Time Zone as a criteria

for selecting which DXpeditions to fund. The survey is now open to determine the top 100 needed entities for

2013. Go to http://dxpub.com/survey/survey2013.html to participate in the survey. You can indicate DXCC

entities and modes needed (not confirmed). You can also indicate a need for 160m entities. (Note: our funding

criteria is not mode-specific.)

The second peak of the current sunspot cycle is upon us; predicted to be Jan/Feb 2014. (The first, smaller,

peak was in Feb/Mar 2012.) I think we can all agree that Cycle 24 leaves a lot to be desired. A lot of spots by

stateside stations have been unworkable at my QTH even though the propagation forecasts indicated we

should have had good propagation to/from that entity. On top of that a lot of us have fewer and fewer band-

countries unconfirmed so fewer spots are meaningful. So what is a DXer to do to keep those DXing skills

honed for when that new one comes along? There are DX contests, of course. I would also recommend the

CQ Marathon (http://dxmarathon.com). There are several of us in the club pursuing this year-long activity.

There are many sub-categories that may suit your operating style and station equipment. For instance, I am

working on the single band, 30m, unlimited sub-category. And remember: the club's DX HOG award is based

on the results of the Marathon, among other things.

Fall is a great time to get your antenna farm in shape for the low-band DXing season. Temps will be cooling

off and you should be able to work outside for more than an hour at a time. I know several club members who

have recently upgraded there stations to improve their chances ofworking some good DX on 160m. 160M

from a city lot is not impossible. Where there's a will there's a way.

As usual, be sure to bring your bureau QSL cards to the meeting. We will ship them to the ARRL free as an

LSDXAmembership perq. They need to be presorted per ARRL requirements along with a check to cover

ARRL processing fees and proof ofARRL membership. Note: you need to deliver your cards in person at the

meeting.

See you at the meeting.

73,

Kris, N5KM

http://dxpub.com/survey/survey2013.html
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HamCom Prize Winners

Photo: KD5OM

FT-950 Transceiver - Madison Jones W5MJ
Photo: KD5OM

Force1 2 6m Yagi - Noreen O'Connell K5XPO

Photo: KD5OM

Alpha Watt Meter - Roger Gray N5QS
Photo: KD5OM

Begali Paddle - Charles Baker W5IZ

Photo: KD5OM

RigExpert AA-30 - James Westfal l NT5V
Photo: KD5OM

K5AC DXCC Frame - Judy Jaksa W0JJ
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Minutes of the LSDXA June 08, 201 3 Meeting
At Ham-Com

The meeting was called to order at 1 2:00 Noon by President Kris Mraz.

There were 25 members and guests in attendance:

Minutes of the Apri l meeting were approved as published on the web site.

The financial report was approved as published in the newsletter.

President Kris, N5KM announced the next meeting wil l be 21 Sept 201 3.

Kris reminded members to turn in any QSLs for the out-going bureau

A motion was made by Dave, W0VX to support the Amsterdam Is DXpedition with a $2,500
donation. Seconded by Bud, K5HW. The motion passed.

A motion was made by Ken, N5TY to support the Wake Is DXpedition with $500 donation.
Seconded by Victor, WB0TEV. The motion passed

The fol lowing slate of officers was presented and elected by acclamation.

President – Kris Mraz, N5KM
Information director – Bil l Engel, K5DHY
Activities Director – Rick Barnett, N0RB
Secretary/Treasurer – Ken Knudson, N5TY

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 1 2:20 PM

Respectful ly submitted,

Ken Knudson, N5TY

AD5MN Ron Bushnell N5JR Joel Rubenstein

Linda Bushnell N5KM Kris Mraz

K2XB Chuck Woodlee N5PG Paul Godwin

K5DHY Bil l Engel N5TY Ken Knudson

K5GH George Huling N5ZM Earl Smith

K5HW Bud Walton W0VX Dave Jaksa

KD5OM Jerry Karlovich W5FI Gary Jones

KK7JS Scott Davis W5IO Maury Guzick

N0RB Rick Barnett W8FN Randy Farmer

N2DPF David Bernheisel WB0TEV Victor Paul

N3US Ed Berkowitz (G) WD8JKV Ray Moyer

N5JB John Barber
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ARRL Outgoing QSL Bureau

At each meeting LSDXA collects and ships QSL cards to the ARRL Outgoing QSL Service. You are
responsible for paying the ARRL Outgoing QSL Service fee but LSDXA wil l ship al l col lected cards
to ARRL HQ.

In order to participate you must:

- Be a current paid member of LSDXA

- Be in attendance at the quarterly meeting

- Wrap together with a rubber band:

o Your properly sorted QSL cards

o Your proof of ARRL Membership

o Your check for the proper amount made out to ARRL Outgoing QSL Service

See http: //www.arrl .org/outgoing-qsl-service for ARRL Outgoing QSL Service detai ls.

http://www.arrl.org/outgoing-qsl-service
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Ethical Dilemmas for the DXer

by Dave Jaksa, W0VX

As true blue DXers we face many ethical
dilemmas in our daily quest to work them all on
all bands and all modes. This is a look at some of
those quandaries and possible choices of action.

A very wise man once said "Let him who is
without sin cast the first stone." I am not casting
any stones here, just presenting some common
situations for you to contemplate.

#1 You are going on a 2 week fishing vacation to
a remote area of northern Canada. While you are
gone a very rare country that you need for an all
time new one will be on. Your good buddy, Wurk
Emferu, KW5XYZ offers to take care of the QSO
for you. Do you:

A - Thank him for the offer but say you
prefer to work it yourself next time
somebody goes there?

B - Tell him you are very appreciative and
will bring back some prime fish as a thank
you gift?

#2 You get a big batch of cards from the bureau.
In there is a card from a new one that you didn't
work. You check the log and find you weren't
even on the air at all that week. Do you:

A - Toss the card in the trash can?

B - Enter it into the Online DXCC
Application form and have it checked by a
DXCC field checker?

#3 P5ABC is on 10.1 05 MHz working North
America. It is the last one you need for your #1
DXCC plaque. Your transceiver puts out 200
Watts but that doesn't seem to be enough to break
the pileup. Do you:

A - Continue to call at a legal 200 Watts
and hope to eventually work him?

B - Turn on your Mega Screamer 5000
power amplifier and work him first call
using 1 ,500+ Watts?

#4 You missed P5ABC on 30 meters but now he
is on 14.020 listening up 2 to 5 KHz. You only
have a General Class license so you call at
14.025.1 0 but the highest you have heard him
work anybody is 14.024.75. Do you:

A - Continue to call on 14.025.1 0 in the
hope he will tune up a bit higher?

B - Slide down below 14.025 and work
him since incentive licensing was a stupid
thing anyway?

#5 You still haven't worked P5ABC and time is
running out. He is working 20 meter SSB in your
part of the band. He comes back to "the
November 8 Charlie something". Your call is
KQ5RST. Do you:

A - Continue listening until he works the
N8 and says QRZ?

B - Continue calling signing your call 5
times so he will work you instead ofN8C
something?

#6 A new one is working by the numbers. Just as
you tune him in he says that's 20 fives so now the
sixes. Do you:

A - Continue listening in the hopes he will
take a second round by the numbers and
you will get your chance?

B - Call anyway because you only missed
the 5's by a few seconds?

We all face correspondingly difficult situations
and choices every time we chase DX. I fully
expect that my fellow LSDXAmembers are top
drawer, "A" choice DXers rather than part of the
"B" gang. Which DXer are you?
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Your 201 3-1 4 LSDXA Elected Officers

Photo: KD5OM

From Left: Kris Mraz N5KM, President; Rick Barnett N0RB, Activities Director;
Bil l Engel K5DHY, Information Director; Ken Knudson N5TY, Secretary/Treasurer

ARRL Division Director, Vice Director Elections

Balloting wil l take place this fal l to pick a Director and Vice Director in the ARRL Southeastern

Division, the only division where incumbents are being challenged for re-election. All incumbent

directors and vice directors in the other four divisions in the current election cycle were unopposed

for re-election and have been declared elected.

Incumbent candidates declared re-elected for new terms were Pacific Division Director Bob Vall io,

W6RGG, and Vice Director Jim Tiemstra, K6JAT; Rocky Mountain Division Director Brian

Mileshosky, N5ZGT, and Vice Director Dwayne Allen, WY7FD; Southwestern Division Director Dick

Norton, N6AA, and Vice Director Marty Woll , N6VI , and West Gulf Division Director David
Woolweaver, K5RAV, and Vice Director John Robert Stratton, N5AUS.

Terms for successful candidates begin at noon January 1 , 201 4, and expire at noon on January 1 ,

201 7.
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Card Checking Tips
DXCC Card Checking wil l be available at the meeting. To avoid problems with field checking your
application be sure to fol low the instructions on the ARRL website. Note that as of Apri l 2, 201 2,
there are 2 ways of doing a paper card submission, onl ine and traditional. You can no longer do a
hybrid LoTW and paper card submission on a single application. I t is absolutely necessary that you
fol low all the instructions and have all the paperwork properly fi l led out or we wil l not be able to
check your cards.

I f you use the preferred Online Electronic DXCC Application https://p1k.arrl.org/onlinedxcc/ for your
paper cards it wil l be easier and cheaper for you. I t wil l also go a lot faster at HQ when they get
your paperwork since you already entered your card data in the ARRL system. With the online
application you can enter the cards in any order. Just make sure to enter the QSOs on cards with
multiple QSOs together to facil itate checking. The reason you don’t have to sort by band then mode
is because there is minimal data entry work at HQ when they get your field checked application.

You can also use the Traditional Application forms http://www.arrl.org/dxcc-forms where you fi l l in and
print the PDF forms for the application and record sheets. Make sure to fol low those instructions. A
traditional application wil l cost you roughly twice as much as the online application to cover data
entry costs at HQ. With a traditional application you must sort cards by band then by mode with al l
the multiple QSO cards being l isted last to facil itate data entry at ARRL HQ. If you use the
traditional application make sure you include valid credit card info on the bottom of the PDF
application form.

Whichever way you do it, fol low those instructions and make sure the cards are properly sorted in
the same order as your DXCC Record Sheet. Also make certain that al l the QSL card information
(cal l , date, band, mode, country) has been entered correctly on the record sheet.

Bring the fol lowing:

· Cards sorted per your Record Sheet

· Printed copy of the signed and dated Application Sheet

· Printed copy of the DXCC Record Sheet

· Stamped envelope addressed to DXCC Desk, ARRL HQ, 225 Main Street, Newington, CT 061 1 1
so we can mail your application to HQ.

From the Editor ---

Special thanks to Dave Jaksa W0VX for the articles on DX ethics, his receive loop antenna and
other news. Also to Jerry Karlovich KD5OM for the pictures from HamCom.

I found the DX Magazine article on funding Dxpeditions interesting and I 've included it with the
permission of publisher Carl Smith N4AA.

73,

Bil l K5DHY

http://www.arrl.org/dxcc-forms
https://p1k.arrl.org/onlinedxcc
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I ordered and instal led the Pixel RF PRO
1 B/200 loop antenna (www.pixelsatradio.com) in
January of this year. The Pixel Loop is an active
shielded loop magnetic antenna that comes
complete with coax, amplifier, power supply,
power inserter, and receiver protection T/R
switch. The shielded loop antenna responds to
the magnetic "H" field but rejects the electrical
"E" field. Since most manmade noise primari ly
radiates an electrical "E" field, the antenna is
able to improve received signal to noise ratio.
Overal l I am very pleased with the performance
of the antenna.

When we moved to Texas 25 years ago our
neighborhood was semirural and the major
cross streets were 2 lane blacktop rural roads.
The QTH was very quiet but we have become a
victim of progress. Today we have 4 lane busy
streets, the George Bush Turnpike, numerous
stores and restaurants clustered around the
GBT and North Garland Road intersection, and
Firewheel Town Center, al l of them generating
noise. The result is that it isn't very RF quiet
around here anymore. For the past several
years I have been contemplating a receive
antenna solution that would help me on the low
bands.

Our lot is l ittle bigger than the average DFW city
lot but not nearly big enough for a decent low
band antenna farm. There is no room for a
beverage although if we sti l l l ived in W9 land or
W0 land, I would run a beverage across the golf
course right behind my house every winter. Up
north there aren't many golfers when the ground
is covered with snow. That doesn't work so well
here with our 1 2 month long golf season.

I considered the K9AY and several other low
noise receive antennas but the reality was
always the same, not enough room and/or I
can't get them far enough away from the rest of
the antennas. I experimented with small
shielded and unshielded loop antennas in the
shack but because of the proximity to our
computers, network router, and all our other

electronic toys, they didn't work out. I t came
down to a question of spending $500 for the
Pixel loop that might work but there was no
guarantee it would.

I final ly bit the bullet in January and ordered the
Pixel antenna. I t arrived about a week later.
Like any kid with a new toy, I immediately tried it
in a temporary lash-up inside the shack and the

Pixel RF PRO 1 B Loop Antenna

By Dave Jaksa, W0VX

http://www.pixelsatradio.com
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results were less than spectacular. There were
just too many noise sources in the house and I
wondered if I had just blown $500. After a bit
more experimentation with the antenna in the
back yard I concluded it real ly did work but had
to be as far away from our house and the
neighbors' houses for the thing to work.

There really wasn't an ideal place to instal l the
antenna in my yard. Anywhere I put the loop it
was going to be too close to the HF2V vertical in
the middle of the yard, the tower next to the
house, or the inverted V hanging off the tower.
As shown in the accompanying photo, I final ly
decided to instal l it in the far back of our yard
about 30 feet away from the HF2V vertical
antenna I use for 80/40/30 meters. I t is on an 8
foot high pole nestled in some trees. That puts
the middle of the loop at about 1 0 feet above
ground. I have a light duty rotator turning it.
The aluminum support pole came from Texas
Towers, the rotator from Amazon, and the bags
of Quickcrete from Home Depot.

Digging the hole for the support pole was the
usual circus. All of the top soil in my yard came
with the sod! Once you dig past the first inch or
so it is al l rock. The rock is semi-soft but rock
none the less. Digging took a long time and
required consumption of non-antenna
beverages after the work was done.

With Judi, W0JJ's help we mixed and poured
the Quickcrete and actual ly managed to get the
pole true vertical. She is pretty good with a
carpenter's level. After letting the concrete cure
for a few days the rest of the antenna was
instal led. The 1 50 feet of coax and rotator
control cable between the house and the shack
was buried over a 3 day period. Again, after
crawling around on the ground burying wires
non-antenna beverages were required. All of
the possible cable routes to the house
unavoidably crossed the HF2V's 36 radial field
covering the back yard so care was taken not to
cut the radial wires.

After using Pixel antenna on the low bands for
about 6 months I am favorably impressed. I t’s
not a Beverage by a long shot but it sure helps.
Improvement in S/N vs. my HF2V vertical is
impressive, especial ly on 80 meters. The
improvement in S/N is as much as 6 dB on

some signals as measured on my LP Pan band
scope. Rarely if ever is S/N more than 6dB
better, usually less, and on some signals it is
minimal. I suspect the improvement depends
on signal arrival angle and of course on the
level of manmade noise at the time. I t is
however, usually the difference between being
able to tel l somebody is there to being able to
copy them.

There is a l ittle less improvement on 40 and 30
meters but it sti l l helps. I never have had a bad
noise problem on those bands at this QTH so I
was more interested in 80 meter performance.
As expected the 3 element Yagi antennas on
20/1 5/1 0 and 1 7/1 2 always outperform the
loop. In the winter/spring I l istened with the loop
on 1 60 and it seemed to be hearing pretty well .
I was hearing many DX signals but I don’t yet
have a transmitting antenna for an A/B
comparison.

The antenna pattern front lobe is fairly broad but
the side nul l is very deep. On ground wave I am
seeing a sharp 35dB front to side nul l on KRLD.
I t is less on 80 meter sky wave propagation but
noticeable enough that you don’t want the
desired signal in the nul l . I suspect you could
get by without the rotator but if you are going
through the expense and trouble of instal l ing the
antenna you might as well spend the extra $75-
$1 00 and get a l ight duty rotator too.

The big question, is it worth the $500? Actual ly
it was more like $650 after al l the costs (rotator,
rotator cable, support pole, concrete) were
tal l ied. Bottom line is at our QTH it makes the
difference between being able to tel l somebody
is in there and being able to copy them. Being
able to copy the weak ones made it worth the
money and instal lation effort.

The Pixel RF PRO 1 B is a possible solution for
those of us who are city lot space limited with no
room for a Beverage, K9AY, flag RX antenna,
etc. Your results may vary from what we are
seeing at W0VX/W0JJ but it’s worth a try if you
have problems hearing on the low bands.

© 201 3 Dave Jaksa, W0VX
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FUTURE DXPEDITION FUNDINGS

By Bill Horner, VK4FW

[Reprinted with permission of DX Magazine]

The following comes after we asked for comments on this subject. While you may not agree with Bill Horner’s

comments, he did offer “comments” and we appreciate his thoughts and suggestions. If you have something to say,

please send along your comments/suggestions. That’s what was intended .... input, ideas, and suggestions for

discussion and we are still open to receiving yours. Carl Smith, N4AA, Editor

After many longs hours of procrastination I sit here and

write this article fully knowing that there will be many out

there who think that I am a bottle of beer short of a six

pack. Never the less, below is what I perceive as a way to

ensure that the vast majority of operators throughout the

world actually support DXpeditions and get that elusive

QSL card. I might add here that I have made a point of

consulting other DXpeditioners with these ideas before I

sit here now penning them. So here goes and yes I have

my flak jacket and hard hat securely fastened.

1 . DX organisations need to find a way to recruit more

members so that they have sufficient funds to better

support dxpeditions.

2. DXpeditions themselves need to be more accountable

when it comes to itemised costings and be more

transparent financially. When a DXpedition solicits

donations they need to fully realise that they are now

under scrutiny from the rest of the world. I never again

want to see a fiasco like the recent ongoing ZL9HR saga.

That simply should not happen in any way.

3. QSLing…….. oh what a touchy subject! We have the
usual operators who will do the right thing and maybe

even send $10 or so to show their support and

appreciation to the DXpedition. Then we have those who

seem to think it’s OK to send $2 (which does not even

cover postage) for the 15 QSO’s they made, which will

take at least 3 QSL cards to fill and then there are the rest

who do nothing at all to show any support and expect their

card via an out of date expensive buro system. The last 2

examples need to have a total rethink. We have LOTW

and EQSL but neither of these are of any help in

supporting DXpeditions.

4. I left this till last on purpose. How do we convince

most DXers to send a few dollars support to the Paypal

link ofDXpeditions. Let us remember that 90% of

DXpeditioner’s are just every day working people who

have a love of being on the end of a good pile up for days

at a time. The majority are not rich or even well-off…

they are a bunch of hams who are willing to spend the

majority of their holiday time operating a rig instead of

enjoying their destination. And, believe me, it takes a

very special wife to agree to this…whether they go along

or not! There has always been a few who profess that

since these are ‘personal holiday’s that they should not

seek any support. But, that is a topic for another article!

The focus of this article is simply about the cost of

QSLing by the DXpeditioner or their manager. There are

small DXpeditions and of course large ones and each and

every one of them deserve support from the people that

need it for a new one, be it for a band or mode or an all-

time new one. We all need to remember that if they did not

go, the rest of us would not work that entity for a new

DXCC/band/mode contact.

OK so now, how do we actually go about improving all
the above?

When you sit and think about it all, it’s a tough question

to find answers to without offending someone. Well

offend or not, we as DXers realistically need to make

some serious changes ifwe expect to be able to still have

a QSL system of any kind in 10 years time. Ifwe

realistically expect to get on the honour roll, then some of

us darn well have to look at just how we think about

supporting the QSL systems and DXpeditions.

So let’s start:
For the most part, DX organisations have done a

wonderful job at supporting DXpeditions. In saying that,

some of the latest criteria points they are using really are a

bit over the top. Whilst there is no way to enforce every

operator to belong to a DX organisation, it would be a

marvellous way to improve funding. DX organisations

have got to get back to the grass roots of amateurs and

show them why it is important and a necessity for them to

become members. I am personally a member of 4 around

the world…….. that is a choice I make because I

appreciate the support they give. The members of these

organisations also need to look at how they can foster the

growth by getting just one of their friends to join. There is

an old saying: many hands make light work………..

Money more than anything else in the world is a classic

example of this. The more money you have the easier
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things become.

1 . Accountability from DXpeditions is a must if they

expect to solicit donations. There can never be another

sage like the recent one. The collateral damage and fall

out from that will haunt us for years and that organisation

will find it all but impossible to ever get support again

from the vast population. How do we become more

accountable… how do we make sure that all operators

actually share in donations….. yes its time for some

radical changes here. All DXpeditions who solicit

donations should be required to have a central accountable

collection point as an independent agency who will

administer funds collected. I would suggest a well to do

recognised DX organisation. E.G. Let’s say that PDX was

chosen and the PDX board would select one of its officials

to administer it. That would then mean that all DXpedition

costings would be sent to that person and all DXpedition

funding also. He/She would then distribute the funds as

required in an appropriate time frame. If this became part

ofDXpedition funding criteria and a DXpedition chose

not to do this then they would obviously be on their own

as such. Now, before you all start shooting me, just think

how well this would actually work……… and yes it

would need some deep thought but it would ensure full

accountability and the rest of the world would appreciate

the open honesty which would result in more donations

especially from private individuals.

2. Now for the actual QSLing………… now this is without
a doubt a very large can of worms…… and as some

would say, “Let’s see how many feathers get ruffled” with

these practical ideas. The current QSL system is so far out

of date that it is now costing substantial funds to

administer. The average airmail letter around the world

now costs more than the good old “green stamp” or two.

From Australia it is now $2.60 to anywhere in the world

and that is just for a letter under 50grams. This means

while it is still true that a single card can be sent via

airmail for AU$1 .75, but if the requestor wants QSO’s

confirmed, then multiple cards need to be sent, and that

means sending them at the regular international airmail

rate! To send a direct card from just about anywhere in the

world is now a minimum of $3usd [or equiv] for multiple

cards, and still more than $2 for a single card. QRS for

the most part is $3-5 basically because of associated costs

in administering it……. Paypal take their fee and the

manager is up for literally thousands of envelopes. Then

there is the out-dated world- wide buro system ……. A

package that used to cost me $11 2.5 years ago now costs

me almost $27 to post……… that a huge increase by
anyone’s measure. Then there is LOTW and EQSL which

as an electronic way of getting confirmation is fine expect

that the DXpedition receives nil support.

How do we fix it……… simple ………. All direct cards
continue as before, but allow for the increased cost of

postage. BUT…Card requests via the bureau system

should now include a $0.1 5 fee for each card and paid for

by OQRS or direct Paypal arrangement. DXpedition

QSL’s should no longer be accepted and responded to by

DXpeditioners or their QSL Managers without the

minimum $0.1 5 per card. Even most bureau’s charge their

members for outward QSL cards, and some Bureau’s will

only handle DXpedition QSL’s if the DXpedition joins

their society! Then there are bureaus that will not send

cards to non-members…(I would guess it would be in the

best interest of the DXpedition to make sure say 4 or 5

QSOs fit). Direct cards would get answered in the usual

timely manner and buro cards with the $0.1 5 fee per card

would get answered in say a years time. Cards without

any fee paid to cover the actual cost of posting should

simply be rejected (after a transition period to notify all

members). LOTW and EQSL should insert a fee into their

structure which would then go to the DXpedition. Now

some I can guess already are thinking “is this guy plain
mad”…… No, not mad… just looking at what it takes to

improve the way we all support these operations and I am

telling you all now, the ones who request the QSL should

at least cover the cost to print/processing/sending them!

With costs of everything increasing, there is no room in

this world anymore for freebies. [Except for those few
who use ‘pocket change’ to fund their Dxpeditions!] It is
finished and has been for a while. If LOTW and EQSL do

not instigate some measure of support for DXpeditions

and radio in general then, for me, DXpeditions and DX

might as well forget using any form ofQSLing except via

the DIRECT methods. Currently LOTW and EQSL have

achieved in a way that the freebies of this world continue

to get just that and now that DX organisations are insisting

that logs are put on LOTW within a set time frame, the

actual DX organisation is doing the same. The electronic

QSLing system is costing support no matter which way

you look at it. We must make changes or find that the

majority ofDXpeditions will not be able to happen with

all the increase in costs. I am aware of a new secure

electronic QSL transfer system that will solve all of these

problems, but at this time I can not divulge any more

about it until it has been thoroughly tested for security and

user friendliness.

3 . Paypal, whilst they take their percentage cut, is without

doubt a great way to send money to just about every

corner of the globe. Over the last 5 years or so many

DXpeditions have requested donations via this medium

including the OQRS system. So how do we entice more of

us to do so……… I remember years ago when a group

went to Spratly Island. The usual donations required went

out to us all and many sent many dollars to support the

team only to find that they stayed and operated from a

bloody 5 star hotel. The outcry from that was huge and

thousands publically stated they would never send support
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again. I personally know ofmany today that will not

support DXpeditions because of that group. Yes they did

the wrong thing and I guess they probably know it today.

Remember what I said earlier about accountability. At the

end of the day operators have got to look at the

accountability situation and find a way to send even just

$2. Just imagine what would happen if 15,000 amateurs

that need a new one sent just $2 for every one………..

remember “many hands make light work.” It is not that we

should all send $10 or $20… it is that we must

collectively get behind DXpeditions and ifwe all did so

then it becomes easy. I can hear you saying that we will

have more DXpeditions and it will cost a fortune……. No

not really, you have to remember that the average

DXpeditioner is a working class person who utilises their

yearly holiday time DXpeditioning. Yes we do have an

element of the rich in our midst and yes I get shirting

when they chase sponsorship, in fact I get real shirty and

refuse to support them at all. I do not appreciate the rich

and famous making a mockery of the system or a certain

DX Club attempting to force their criteria on all

DXpeditions, then if they do not comply, a lot of negative

comment is made in the social media.

Now that I have said all of that I have another very radical

idea……. But you all better be sitting down first, I do not

want to be held accountable for any heart

attacks……………. Below are a set of figures as a guide

only. I have not taken into account Paypal fees or the like.

I would certainly administer this whole thing without

hesitation and ensure that all costings are made very

public…… and yes there would have to be a SMALL

admin fee but the word is SMALL. We do not want

someone who thinks it is a chance to exploit others. I am

sick to death of those types.

4. How would it be if an organisation was to create a

major data base that you could use where you could

submit your entire wanted list and for every one you

submitted you send in $5. What’s that I hear you say…….

Send in $5 for every one I submit………… gee that’s

going to cost me $150 ( for 30 ), I cannot afford that. Take

a look in your shack, fact is the average person has spent

$7k on radio gear and that is very conservative so don’t sit

there and say you cannot afford $5 …………. It’s BS. You

seriously need to get off your arse and put your hand in

your pocket and show support. Now getting back to the

idea……. If for the first year there are say 10 DXpeditions

that took place that you needed ( does not matter if you

worked them or not ) the administrator would

automatically send each one a donation of $5 per station

that needed it from the database list ( if the DXpedition

applied for funding ). So if there were 5000 stations who

said they needed Heard Island then the administrator

would inform the DXpedition that there would be 5000

x$5 coming. Obviously we would like to think that the

5000 that needed it got into the log. Now you’re all sitting

there wondering what happens next year. Simple the data

base carries on. Needless to say the money in the trust

account would be earning interest. That interest could be

kept for the special say top 10 DXpeditions and a decision

on how much extra would be made by the administrator or

a panel ofmembers appointed.

I was requested to put some idea down on paper as part of

a collection of views to see if there is some way we can all

ensure that DXpedition funding increases. I have done

that and whilst the ideas in this article may need some

refining I know that we cannot sit on our hands and do

nothing ifwe expect to continue to work DX from those

rare and hard to get places.

Times are changing and costs keep rising, we must change

with them or die out.




